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ABSTRACT 

Vitexin of Ficus deltoidea -glucosidase inhibitory and blood 
glucose lowering effects. This study designs oral intestinal-specific alginate 
nanoparticulate system of vitexin. Nanospray-dried alginate, alginate/stearic acid and 
alginate-C18 conjugate nanoparticles were prepared. Stearic acid was adopted to 
hydrophobize the matrix and minimize premature vitexin release in stomach, whereas 
C-18 conjugate as immobilized fatty acid to sustain hydrophobic effect and drug 
release. Nanoparticles were compacted with polyethylene glycol (PEG 3000, 10000 
and 20000). The physicochemical, drug release, in vivo blood glucose lowering and 
intestinal vitexin content of nanoparticles and compact were determined. 
Hydrophobization of alginate nanoparticles promoted premature vitexin release. 
Compaction of nanoparticles with PEG minimized vitexin release in the stomach, with 
stearic acid loaded nanoparticles exhibiting a higher vitexin release in the intestine. 
The introduction of stearic acid reduced vitexin-alginate interaction, conferred 
alginate-stearic acid mismatch, and dispersive stearic acid-induced particle breakdown 
with intestinal vitexin release. Use of PEG 10000 in compaction brought about PEG-
nanoparticles interaction that negated initial vitexin release. The PEG dissolution in 
intestinal phase subsequently enabled particle breakdown and vitexin release. The 
PEG compacted nanoparticles exhibited oral intestinal-specific vitexin release, with 
positive blood glucose lowering and enhanced intestinal vitexin content in vivo.   
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